A is for Astronaut: Blasting Through the Alphabet by Clayton Anderson

Alien Cave Explorers by Jeff De La Rosa

All My Friends are Planets by Alisha Vimawala

Animals in Orbit by Katherine Marko

Another Day in the Milky Way by David Milgrim

Apollo 8: The Mission that Changed Everything by Martin W. Sandler

Apollo 13 Mission by Kassandra Radomski

Apollo 13 Mission: Surviving an Explosion in Space by Helen Zelon

Apollo Missions for Kids by Jerome Pohlen

Apollo Moonwalks by Gregory L. Vogt

Astronaut by S. L. Hamilton

Asteroid: Harpooning Hitcher by Jeff De La Rosa

Asteroid Strikes by Victor Gentle & Janet Perry

Astronomy: The World of Science by Peter Brown

Atlas of Space Exploration by Tim Furniss

Auguste Piccard: Captain of Space, Admiral of the Abyss by Adelaide Field

Big Dipper by Franklyn Branley

Birth of Our Universe by Isaac Asimov

Black Hole is Not a Hole by Carolyn DeCristofano

Book About Planets and Stars by Betty Reigot

Boy, Were We Wrong About the Solar System by Kathleen Kudlinski

Cars on Mars: Roving the Red Planet by Alexandra Siy

Children’s Space Atlas by Robin Kerrod
Close Encounters: Exploring the Universe with the Hubble Space Telescope by Elaine Scott

Comets, Asteroids, and Meteoroids by Dana Rau

Comets, Stars, the Moon and Mars by Douglas Florian

Company’s Coming by Arthur Yorinks

Constellations by Chris Sasaki

Constellations by Marcia Zappa

Cosmic Debris: The Asteroids by Isaac Asimov

Countdown: 2979 Days to the Moon by Suzanne Slade

Dangers in Space: Asteroids, Space Junk, and More by Buffy Silverman

Destination Moon by Richard Maurer

Disaster Strikes! By Jeffrey Kluger

Disaster Strikes in Space by Gregory L. Vogt

Discover Jupiter by Margaret Goldstein

Discover Mercury by Geogia Beth

Distant Puzzle: the Planet Uranus by Isaac Asimov

Dwarf Planets by Robin Birch

Earth by Dana Rau

Earth and the Moon by Linda Elkins-Tanton

Earth! My First 4.54 Billion Years

Earthrise: Apollo 8 and the Photo that Changed the World by Games Gladstone

Eclipses by Marcia Zappa

Eight Days Gone by Linda McReynolds

Exoplanets by Seymour Simon

Exploring Eclipses by Jill Sherman

Exploring Exoplanets by Deborah Kops
Exploring Space Travel by Laura Waxman

Exploring the International Space Station by Laura Waxman

Extreme Survivors by Connie & Peter Roop

First Encyclopedia of Space: with over 40 web sites by Paul Dowswell

Footprints on the Moon by Alexandra Siy

Galaxies: Immense Star Islands by David Jefferis

Go for Liftoff: How to Train Like an Astronaut by Dave Williams and Loredana Cunti

Grandpa Takes Me to the Moon by Timothy R. Gaffney

Here We Are by Oliver Jeffers

Home Address: ISS International Space Station by James Buckley, Jr.

How Do Planets Move? by Jan Mader

Human Space Exploration

I Know About Planets by Chris Jaeggi

I Want to Be an Astronaut by Stephanie Maze

If You Were the Moon by Laura Salas

Impact! Asteroids and the Science of Saving the World by Elizabeth Rusch

Is There Life in Outer Space? By Franklyn M Branley

Journey to Constellation Station by Lindsay Barry

Journey to the Stars by Stuart Clark

Jupiter by Elaine Landau

Jupiter by Dana Rau

Jupiter by Gregory Vogt

Jupiter and the Asteroids

Just Right: Searching for the Goldilocks Planet by Curtis Manley

Life on a Space Station by Andrew Einspruch

Life on the International Space Station by Maria Nelson
Life on Mars by Jon Agee

Lost in Outer Space: the Incredible Journey of Apollo 13 by Tod Olson

Ludwig the Space Dog by Henning Löhlein

Luna: The science and Stories of Our Moon by David A. Aguilar

Man on the Moon by Anastasia Suen

Margaret and the Moon: How Margaret Hamilton Saved the First Lunar Landing by Dean Robbins

Mars by Georgia Beth

Mars by Steven Kipp

Mars by Elaine Landau

Mars by Dana Rau

Max Goes to the Space Station by Jeffrey Bennett

Me and My Place in Space by Joan Sweeney

Meet the Planets by John McGranaghan

Mercury by Steven Kipp

Mercury by Dana Rau

Mercury and Venus

Messages from Mars by Loren Leedy & Andrew Schuerger

Mighty Mars Rovers: The Incredible Adventures of Spirit and Opportunity by Elizabeth Ross

Mighty Mission Machines by Dave Williams and Loredana Cunti

Mission Control, This is Apollo: The story of the First Voyages to the Moon by Andrew Chaikin

Mission to Mars by Franklyn Branley

Mission to Pluto by Mary Kay Carson

Moon by Isaac Asimov

Moon by Dana Rau

Moon by Ralph Winrich

Moon Mission by Sigmund Brouwer
Moon Over Stars by Dianna Aston

Moons and Rings: Companions to the Planets by Jeanne Bendick

Nearest the Sun: The Planet Mercury by Isaac Asimov

Neptune, Comets, and Dwarf Planets

Next Stop Neptune: Experience the Solar System by Alvin Jenkins

Night Sky by Eduardo Banqueri

Older Than the Stars by Karen C. Fox

On the Space Station by Carron Brown & Bee Johnson

Once Upon a Starry Night: A Book of Constellations by Jacqueline Mitton & Christina Balit

One Giant Leap by Robert Burleigh

One Small Step: Celebrating the First Men on the Moon by Jerry Stone

Our Moon by Elaine Scottr

Our Solar System by Seymour Simon

Planet Hunter by Vicki Wittenstein

Planet of Extremes: Jupiter by Isaac Asimov

Planets written by Gail Gibbons

Planets by Aaron Deyoe

Phases of the Moon by George Pendergast

Printable Probes and Cosmic Confetti by Jeff De La Rosa

Probes to the Planets by Steve Parker

Red Planet: Mars by Isaac asimov

Robert Goddard: Father of the Space Age by Charles Spain Verral

Robots in Space by Jenny VanVoorst

Saturn by Thomas Adamson

Saturn by Georgia Beth

Saturn by Dana Rau
Saturn by Charnan Simon

Saturn and Uranus

Science of Stars: Exploring Matter by Karen Kenney

Sea of Tranquility by Mark Haddon

Secret Galaxy by Fran Hodgkins

Seeing Earth From Space by Patricia Lauber

Seven Wonders of the Solar System by David A. Aguilar

SkyLab: The First American Space Station by Heather Feldman

Solar System Forecast by Kelly Whitt

Space Disaster by Matthew McElligott

Space: Explore the Universe

Space and Time by Dana Rau

Space Flights by Kathryn Clay

Space Shuttles by Steve Kortenkamp

Space Stations by Jenny Van Voorst

Spacewalks by Kathryn Clay

Squishy, Fishy Robot Explorers by Jeff De La Rosa

Stardust from Space by Monica Grady & Lucia deLeiris

Stargazing by Alex Kuskowski

Starry Skies by Samantha Chagellan

Stars and Planets by Toni Eugene

Story of the Challenger Disaster by Zachary Kent

Story of the Universe by David Hughes

Stuff of Stars by Marion Bauer

Sun by Gregory Vogt

Sun and Other Stars
Sun is a Kind of a Big Deal by Nick Seluk

Sunlight by Jane Burton & Kim Taylor

Sun’s Family of Planets by Allan Fowler

Sunshine by Jan Ormerod

Super Stars by David Aguilar

Teamwork: How 400,000 People Landed Apollo 11 on the Moon by Catherine Thimmesh

Third Planet: Exploring the Earth from Space by Sally Ride & Tam O’Shaughnessy

Toys in Space by Mini Grey

Trip into Space by Lori Haskins Houran

Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star: I Know Exactly What You Are by Julia Kregenow

Uranus by Georgia Beth

Uranus by Dana Rau

Uranus by Gregory Vogt

Venus by Isaac Asimov

Venus by Steven Kipp

Viking Missions to Mars by John Hamilton

Voyagers I and II by Bob Italia

Voyager’s Greatest Hits: The Epic Trek to Interstellar Space by Alexandra Siy

Way Back Home by Oliver Jeffers

What Makes Day and Night by Franklyn M. Branley

What’s So Special About Planet Earth? by Robert E. Wells

Welcome to Mars by Buzz Aldrin

Women in Space by N. B. Grace

Working in Space by Steve Kortenkamp

Zoo in the Sky by Jacqueline Mitton